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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
ON ABSOLUTE PHONON DETECTION SENSITIVITY 
OF SUPERCONDUCTING TUNNELLING JUNCTIONS 

J. TRUMPP, P. EPPERLEIN and K. LASSMANN 

Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Stuttgart, Germany 

Resume. - Pour la generation et detection des phonons de 300 GHz on emploie des jonctions 
tunnel d'etain supraconducteur. II est possible d'obtenir la sensibilite absolue pour la detection 
des phonons. Ainsi on peut com parer Ie nombre des phonons detectes avec celui des phonons 
engendres. Le resultat, en connexion avec des mesures de la constante de temps de la jonction 
en dependence de son epaisseur indique qu'jJ y a plus de phonons rayonnes dans I'helium qu'on Ie 
supposait a partir d'un simple modele acoustique. 

Abstract. - Superconducting tin tunnelling junctions are used for generating and detecting 
300 GHz phonons. The absolute phonon detection sensitivity can be obtained, making possible 
a comparison of the number of phonons detected to the number of phonons generated. 
This, together with measurements of the dependence of junction time constant on its thickness, 
gives an indication that far more phonons are radiated into liquid He than is expected from a 
simple acoustic model. 

A superconducting tunnelling junction is a simple 
device for generating and detecting quasi-mono
chromatic phonons of a frequency corresponding to 
the energy gap 2 A of the superconductor [1]. For 
example, tin-tin junctions are operating at 
2.85 x 1011 Hz- (Besides, there is also a continuous 
spectrum with a variable upper edge [2], [3], [4].) 

In the following we are showing that the number of 
2 A-phonons generated as well as the absolute sensiti
vity for phonons detected by such a junction can be 
obtained, thus allowing conclusions to be drawn on 
attenuation and scattering losses in a generator
detector setup. With tin-junctions evaporated on 
sapphire and silicon crystals immersed in liquid He II, 
we find strong evidence for a large fraction of phonons 
to be radiated into the helium. 

If a superconducting junction is biased at 2 Ale, 
pair breaking takes place in the tunnelling process 
giving one excitation on each side of the barrier per 
tunnelling electron and thus one recombination pho
non. The generation rate of 2 A phonons is, therefore, 
simply 

(1) 

where iG is the current in the generator junction (apart 
from a small correction for some extra current which 
in good junctions is of the order of 1 %). 

If a junction is biased at a voltage U < 2 Ale the 
temperature dependent part of the tunnelling current is 
proportional to the (temperature dependent) concen
tration of excited quasi particles NT 

iT = NT C(U, T) (2) 

where C(U, T) is an effective tunnelling constant. At 
low temperatures 

NT = No ..}2 AkTne- tl
/
kT

, (3) 

where No is the density of states at the Fermi level 
(with both spin states included). Plotting iT as a func
tion of ..}Te- tl

/ kT , we get a straight line, which shows 
that the temperature dependence of qu, T) and of 
A(T) as well is negligible. No in our films we have 
confirmed by a new technique [5] to be the same as for 
bulk material from specific heat measurements. There
fore, from the slope 

qu, T) can be obtained. 
Now, if 2 A phonons are absorbed by the junction at 

a rate ~:b the stationary change in quasiparticle concen
tration is given by 

.* 
(jN = 2 npb''texp , (5) 

where 't is an effective recombination time cons-cxp 
tant [6], which is obtained in a pulse experiment. It 
can be assumed, that this extra concentration distribu
tion relaxes to a thermal one in a time short compared 
to 'tcxp [7]. Therefore, we may write 

(jir = (jNqU, T) = 2 n;b 'texp qu, T) (6) 

with the same tunnelling constant as in (1). 
So far, we have managed to relate the generator 

current to the rate npb of phonons generated and, on 
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0. 
the other hand, the receiver current to the rate nph of 
phonons absorbed in the detector. We are left with the 
problem of relating ~Ph to ~:h' that is to find out which 
fraction of the phonons generated in the emitter will be 
absorbed in the detector. 

We have made this comparison for a series of experi
ments with tin junctions evaporated on sapphire or 
silicon rods, axis being c or [111] direction respectively. 
Lengths varied from 3 mm to 10 mm ; the end faces 
were mechanically polished optically flat. Junction 
dimensions were typically 1 x 1 mm2 x 3 000 A. The 
rods were immersed into He II. 

Superficially, the setup looks like a classical ultra
sonic experiment, were a transmitter and a receiver are 
bonded onto a crystal and the attenuation in the 
material is found from the exponential decay of the 
echo train. The most important difference is, that we 
are here working with incoherent phonons radiated 
from the emitter with a characteristic similar to 
Lambert's cosine law, so that echoes will become very 
small from geometric spreading and would also mix 
with multiple sidewall reflections making an evaluation 
very difficult. 

For a calculation of ~:b we will make the following 
assumptions to be discussed below : 

1) All phonons will be radiated into the crystal with 
a Lambert's cosine radiation characteristic modified by 
the boundary conditions of the perfectly smooth 
surfaces [8]. Phonon focussing is accounted for [9]. 

2) No phonon scattering or attenuation will take 
place within the crystal or at its boundaries. 

3) Phonons incident on the crystal junction boun
dary will be reflected corresponding to the acoustic 
mismatch model. Each phonon transmitted will be 
absorbed within the receiver junction to excite a 
Cooper pair. 

0. 
The figure for nph thus obtained has to be compared 

to that deduced from measurement. Our findings are 
that only a fraction ofappr. I % (sapphire) resp. 2.5 % 
(silicon) independent of temperature and crystal length 
are detected by the receiver. The question arises which 
of the above-mentioned assumptions fail. We have not 
yet experimental data isolating all possible effects. So 
far, we can only make some estimates : 

From an analysis of our measurements of the depen-

dence of the inherent junction time constant Texp on 
its thickness we see that 

a) The mean free path of 2 A-phonons against 
attenuation by excited is much greater than our junc
tion thicknesses, so that attenuation within the emitter 
is not important. This is consistent with extrapolations 
of ultrasonic experiments at much lower frequencies. 

b) The mean free path of 2 A-phonons against pair
breaking is comparable or smaller than junction 
thickness; which means that most of them will be 
absorbed in the receiver by pairbreaking. 

c) Radiation into liquid helium is much higher than 
would be expected from a simple acoustic mismatch 
model. Assuming that the latter will be valid for the 
junction/crystal boundary the junction surface looking 
to the helium makes a loss corresponding to a transmis
sion of about 75 %. This means that only 25 % 
of the phonons generated will be radiated into the 
crystal. We are preparing an experiment with the 
crystal in vacuum for comparison. 

Attenuation within the crystals can be excluded 
since no dependence on length is to be seen ; also 
extrapolation of ultrasonic data gives very long mean 
free paths. 

Attenuation in a surface region, damaged by 
mechanical polishing, cannot completely be excluded. 
We are about to compare different polishing surface 
treatments. 

Finally, a lack of « overlap» of the spectral distri
bution of the emitted phonons with the detector sensiti
vity must be considered in principle. From our experi
ments so far there is no indication for this; but we are 
preparing more detailed experiments on this problem. 

From the foregoing estimates we see that the junc
tion surface in contact with He II contributes an 
unexpected large loss of phonons. However, taking 
this into account the remaining discrepancy between 
calculation and experiment amounts to a factor of 
five to ten. 

Note added in proof - By comparing Texp and the 
detected signal height when measuring in liquid He 
or vacuum we found in our latest experiment results 
confirming our foregoing estimations. This means, 
that the transmittance for 2 A tin phonon radiation 
into the He is 0.25 where as the transmittance into 
silicon is found to be 0.12 close to the theoretical 
value of 0.09. 
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DISCUSSION 

A. F. G. WYAIT. - What was the surface prepara
tion of the Si ? The mechanical polishing could well 
cause surface damage which would cause diffusion of 
the phonons in the surface layer. 

J. TRuMPP. - The surfaces were polished with 
diamond powder of different grain sizes (3 Il .. , 0.75 Il) 
moving the crystal on pelIon disks. With the smallest 
grain size we polished the surfaces long enough to be 

sure that defects in the surface layer are only due to 
the smallest grain. The depth of residual scratches 
was lower than 500 A. 

A. LONG. - Have you a value for T for the tin·· 
sapphire interface ? 

J. TRUMPP. - Theoretical value 0.085. 


